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the blackberry curve 9360 is a candy bar-style phone with a solid black exterior. the phone weighs a rather light 3.5 ounces and measures 4.3 by 2.4 by 0.4 inches. the top, bottom, left, and right panels are slightly curved instead of being perfectly flat. we did have some issues with voice recognition. we tested it by recording a speech-to-text message and sending it to
another phone. the blackberry received the message, and it was read by the ai. however, it did not recognize that the message came from the sender and did not take any action. also, the ai seemed to get things mixed up. it would read the message as if it had come from our caller id and not from the text message. the camera software is updated, and you now have the
ability to apply a crop and then take three pictures in a row. this only works in the "classic" mode, so those who like a large sensor will be disappointed. while we did appreciate the recent bump in video resolution, we were also disappointed that there's no video recording in the background, which might be a feature for those who want to keep footage for future viewing.

another improvement is that the phone is now rated for 2g service for those who like to travel and don't want to be stuck in a 3g service area. the wireless carrier's coverage was awesome. in addition, a new data roaming feature means that you can now make calls in other countries on your blackberry without incurring international data charges. there are some
downsides, however. the photo and video software appears to have been stripped of features. only the "classic" mode camera, limited video recording, and limited photo editing options remain. we would like to see some kind of photo editing capability, and video editing options need to be removed since there are no recording capabilities in the video recording mode.
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if you use the pin-based blackberry messaging service, there is no way to access the pins. with this smart
messaging app, messages can be read aloud and also forwarded to those with tty devices (tty means an auxiliary
communications device). the security of the curve is very strong; at the time of writing, the smartphone has been

in business for over three years without a single case of compromise. if you should ever encounter the need to
file a case of lost blackberry curve, we do not know if the function is accessible in court. on the plus side, most
curve users do not have to worry about their devices being lost, stolen, or otherwise compromised. however, if
you are ever traveling overseas and you want to make sure that your blackberry is returned safely, you should

use this function. the blackberry playbook is a one-of-a-kind tablet. the outstanding feature of the playbook is its
very powerful web browser, which delivers the fastest browsing experience. curiously enough, many of the

features on this browser seem to be inaccessible through the accessibility menu in the playbook os. for instance,
there is no option to make the browser's page text larger, make it more readable, and zoom in on certain web
pages. the browser's accessibility menu lists the screen magnification as one of the available options, which is

useless because zooming in on the browser's text does not make it clearer. there are a few html options that can
be set in the browser. the web contents option allows you to select full or half-width web browser text, but this

does not work. we also tried the zoom mode option, which we could find no use for. many of the features that are
listed under "accessibility" in the browser are not useful. the "advance text" option allows you to increase the

font size, but this feature is only available for text. the browser also has a text-to-speech function, but it does not
work properly on our sampled documents. the browser has links to many rim devices that are accessible to those
with vision loss. however, the browse forward feature does not seem to be able to go to specific web pages. for
instance, it has no ability to skip to the about web page for a particular device or skip to a specific page in a list

of pages. 5ec8ef588b
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